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$M^{2}$ 2 3 $3_{=}M^{3}(k)-(k=$
$0,1,$ $-1)=E^{3},S_{\rangle}^{3}\mathbb{H}^{3}$ $f:M^{2}arrow\tilde{M}^{3}$
$H$ Gauss $K$
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Gauss
Remark 2.1. $H$ $M^{2}$
$M^{2}$ $f:M^{2}arrow\tilde{M}^{3}$
Weingarten well-
defined $\pm H$ $dH\wedge dK$
O
$W$ $H,$ $K,$ $1$













$f$ $f_{t}$ Gauss $K_{t}$ , $H_{t}$










$\alpha(H-1)=\beta K$ for some $[\alpha : \beta]\in \mathbb{R}P^{1}$ $(\star)$
W
Definition 3.1. $(\star)$ $W$
Weingarten (HLW ) ( $H=1$
$K=0$ )
Lemma 3.2. HLW
Outline of proof. 3
i.e., $K=0$ :[KRUY]
i.e., $K\neq 0,$ $H=0$ :
Gauss $K$ [C]










$\mathbb{H}^{3}$ 4 Lorentz-Minkowski $L^{4}$
$\mathbb{H}^{3}=\{x\in L^{4};\langle x,x\rangle_{L}=-1,x^{0}>0\}$
$\langle$ , $\rangle_{L}$ $(-, +, +, +)$ Lorentz
$f:M^{2}arrow \mathbb{H}^{3}$ $L^{4}$ $(f,$ $f\rangle_{L}=$







(1) ( 3 ):
Proposition 3.3. (i) $(K=0)$
(ii) $2(H-1)=K$ $2(H-1)=K$
(iii) $H-1=\lambda K(\lambda>1/2)$ $H-1=\lambda K$
$(\lambda>1/2)$
(iv) $H-1=\lambda K(\lambda<1/2)$ $H-1=\lambda K$
$(\lambda<1/2)$
[K]


















(cf. [Br], [UY], [GMMI], [KUY]).
HLW (Bryant ) $B$ryant
$W$ (BLW )
4
Definition 4.1. Legendre $L:M^{2}arrow P(T^{*}\tilde{M}^{3})$ $\pi 0$
$L:M^{2}arrow\tilde{M}^{3}$ ( $\pi oL(M^{2})$ ) (wave front)








$f$ :M2 $arrow$ M 3 $f$ $p\in M^{2}$ $(df)_{p}$













Definition 4.2 $([KU])$ . $f:M^{2}arrow \mathbb{H}^{3}$ Wein-
garten (HLW ) $p\in M^{2}$
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$U$ $\delta_{0}\in \mathbb{R}$
$f_{U,\delta_{0}}$ ( ) HLW






Proposition 4.3 ([KU]). $f:M^{2}arrow \mathbb{H}^{3}$ HLW $M^{2}$
Gauss $0$ $M^{2}$ Gauss
$0$
Proof. $U\subset M^{2}$ Gauss $K$ $0$
$q\in M^{2}$ $U$
$q$ $U_{q}$ $U_{q}$ $U\neq\emptyset$
$f_{U_{q},\delta_{0}}$ $\alpha_{q}(H-1)=\beta_{q}K$




Gauss $0$ $U\cup(U_{q}\cap R_{f})=(U\cup U_{q})\cap R_{f}$
Gauss $0$ $R_{f}$
Gauss $0$
Theorem 4.4 $([KU])$ . $f:M^{2}arrow \mathbb{H}^{3}$ HLW
$f$
$\alpha(H-1)=\beta K$ $[\alpha:\beta]$ $M^{2}$
Proof. $p\in M^{2}$ $p$ $U$ $\alpha(H-$
$1)=\beta K$ $f|_{U}$ $n^{(p)}$
$f|_{U}$ $f_{U,\delta}$
$\alpha(H_{\delta}-1)=\beta_{\delta}K_{\delta}$ , $\beta_{\delta}=\beta e^{2\delta}-\frac{a(e^{2\delta}-1)}{2}$
$U\cap R_{j_{\delta}}$ (cf. [K]).
$H_{\delta},$ $K_{\delta}$ $f_{U,\delta}$ Gauss














Theorem 5.1 $([GMM2], [K])$ . $M^{2}$ Riemann $M^{2}$
$G$ $\epsilon$ $ds_{\epsilon}^{2}$ BLW $f:M’(\subset$
$M^{2})arrow \mathbb{H}^{3}$






$N(\epsilon)$ $\epsilon$ $0$ ,
$S^{2}=\mathbb{C}\cup\{\infty\}$ or $\mathbb{C}$ or D(l/v!$=$ ) $=\{|z|<1/\sqrt{-\epsilon}\}$
$h$
$\mathcal{G}=(-G_{h})^{-3/2}\{\begin{array}{lll}-GG_{h} GG_{hh}/2- G_{h}^{2}-G_{h} G_{hh}/2 \end{array}\}$ : $\tilde{M}^{2}\backslash \{\tilde{p}_{i}\}arrow PSL(2, \mathbb{C})$
$G_{h},$ $G_{hh}$ $dG/dh,$ $d^{2}G/dh^{2}$
$\{\tilde{p}_{i}\}=$ {poles of $dh$ or $\{G;h\}dh$} $\{G;h\}$ $h$
$G$ $h$ Schwarz
$\mathcal{H}=\{\begin{array}{ll}\frac{l+\epsilon^{2}|h|^{2}}{l+\epsilon|h|^{2}} -\epsilon\overline{h}-\epsilon h \epsilon l+.|h|^{2}\end{array}\}$
118
$f:=\mathcal{G}\mathcal{H}\mathcal{G}^{*}$ $f$ ( ) $M’:=$
$M^{2}\backslash \{p_{i}\}$ $\mathbb{H}^{3}=PSL(2, \mathbb{C})/PSU(2)$





( ) $\frac{(1+\epsilon|h|^{2})^{2}}{4}|\{G\cdot h\}dh|^{2},$ $\frac{(1-\epsilon)^{2}|dh|^{2}}{(1+\epsilon|h|^{2})^{2}}$
$0$ $f$
BLW








Proposition 6.2 ([KU]). $f$ Proposition 6.1
1. $f$ CMC-I
2. $f$ CMC-I $p\in M^{2}$
$4\epsilon h_{z}\overline{h}+(1+\epsilon|h|^{2})(\hat{\theta}_{z}/\hat{\theta}-h_{zz}/h_{z})\neq 0$ at $p$ , where $\theta=\hat{\theta}dz$ .
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Remark 6.3. $p$ $p\in M^{2}$ $U$
$U$ $P$





$\Delta(p)=0$ $\frac{d}{dt}|_{t=0}\Delta 0\gamma\neq 0$ ,
$\Delta:={\rm Im}[\frac{1}{\sqrt{1-\epsilon}}\{\frac{4\epsilon h_{z}\overline{h}}{1+\epsilon|h|^{2}}+arrow\hat{\theta}-\underline{h}_{z\iota\}}1\theta h_{z}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{h_{z}\hat{\theta}}]$
$\gamma$
$S_{f}$ $\gamma(0)=p$
Proposition 6.1, Proposition 6.2, Theorem 6.4 [KRSUY]
:
Example 6.5. $G(z)=\exp(kz)(k\in \mathbb{C}\backslash \{0\}),$ $h(z)=z$ on $M=\{|z|<$
$1\},$ $\epsilon=-1$ BLW $f:Marrow \mathbb{H}^{3}$
$\theta=\frac{k^{2}}{4}dz$ , $(1-|h|^{2})^{2}| \theta|^{2}=\frac{|k|^{4}}{16}(1-|z|^{2})^{2}|dz|^{2}$










${\rm Im}\overline{z}/(1-|z|^{2})$ $C$ $\gamma(t)=ce^{it}$ where $c=\sqrt{1_{k^{2}}^{2}-\#}$
$\Delta 0\gamma(t)-=-c\sin t/(1-c^{2})$ .
$\Delta\circ\gamma(t)=0\Leftrightarrow t=0,\pi$ $\{\Delta\circ\gamma(t)\}’=-c\cos t/(1^{\cdot}-c^{2})\neq 0$
at $t=0,$ $\pi$ . $C$ $C\backslash \{t=0, \pi\}$ cuspidal edge







(cf. [KRUY] ) $G,$ $G^{*}$
$M^{2}$ Riemann












$\sigma:S^{1}arrow \mathbb{R}^{2}$ generic front (1











zig $=a$ , zag $=b$ $a$ $b$
$aa=1,$ $bb=1$
$(ab)^{k}$ $(ba)^{k}$
$k$ front $\sigma$ zig-zag
zigzag $=3$ zigzag $=1$




loop $\sigma:S^{1}arrow M^{2}$ (
null loop $\sigma$ $fo\sigma$ $S_{f}$
) null loop
generic planar front zig-zag loop
zig-zag




Theorem 8.1 $([KU])$ . BLW (
) zig-zag
Theorem 7.1, Theorem 8.1
Theorem 8.2 ([KU]). HLW $f:M^{2}arrow \mathbb{H}^{3}$
( BLW ) $M^{2}$
[KU]








$\square =$ may or may not
$?=$
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